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Abstract 
The de-to-de buck switching converter is modelled 
by means of the State-Space ~veraging Method (1] and 
techniques of Modern Control Theory are applied to ob-
tain a class of stateJf~edback control laws. Three d~­
fferent strategies in the design of the control loop 
are then investigated. Namely·, closed-loop pole assig-
nment, optimal linear.regulator and adaptive control. 
Predicting the transient response by means of simulation 
allows the comparison among tho performances of the d! 
fferent strategies. The obtolned results can be used in 
the optimum deaign of elementary switching regulators. 
1.- Int rodu c Ion 
In the laat years trends in de-to-de switching re-
gulator control point at the increasing use of the cu-
rrent-programming mode. This technique con~titutes a 
particular case of a two-loop state feedback control 
strategy in which the response of one of the loops is 
considerably faster than that of the other. 
The work here reported investigates the use of st! 
te feedback in the design of elementary switching regu-
lators. After modelling the de-to-de buck switching con 
verter by means of the State-Space A~eraging Method (1) 
in section 2, closed loop pole assignment is carried 
out in section 3. The use of an optimal linear regulator 
(OLR) is subsequently analyzed in section 4 . In both 
etrategies, the value ~f the inductor current is estim! 
ted by means of a Luenberger observer. 
Finally, the use of adaptive control reducing addl 
tive noise in the output voltage is also presented. 
2.- Converter Modolling 
Pigure 1 show9 a de-to-de switching regulator who-
ae power stage is a buck conve~te~ . Its corresponding 
block diagram is depleted in figure 2, where X is the 
converter state vector and k represents the feedback 
gain vecto~. 
The converter small-signal behaviour can be mode-
lled by means of the State-Spac e ~veraging Method [1], 
which provides a single structure linaar description 
equivalent to the periodically changing structure of 
the converter. 
Since the converter operates i n the continuous eo~ 
duction mode ita dynamic model can be obtained accor-
ding to (1] from the following expression 
(1) 
where X and d represents the pertu~bed values of state 
vector~and duty-cycle respectively. They are related to 
their corresponding non-perturbed values as follows 
d • D + d 
being D and 3 the steady-state values of duty cycle and 
state vector respectively. 
Also. matrices b and ~ are given by 
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Fig. 1.- Buck switching regulator 
Using the set of parameters L • 1,53mH , C • PNM~F I 
R. SOfi, t: • 12v , l • 25KHz and D • 0,44, lhe [ollo-
wing model ia obtained 
~ • .e! + @d ( 2: 
where 
A • [322: .·8 -653,6 ] 
-64,51 
and 
! . ( 65:' 61 x12 , 
which is the model that will be used to investigate the 
different control strategies in the next s ec tions. 
Fig. 2.- Small signal block diagram of the 
buqk switching regulator 
3.- Closed-Loop Pole Assignement 
From the ~tate space general formulation [3) 
! . ~C + ~d 
T-r . £ ! 
()) 
the control to output transfer funcion will be expre-
ssed as follows 
~EaF y(s) 
d(9) 
£T Adj(sl - Al ~ ( 4 1 
det(s! - ~F 
where A.dj rneans adjoint matrix, and 1 is the unit matrix 
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The system poles are determined from trn~ equation 
( 5) 
In a closed-loop system such as that depicted in fi-
gure 3, equation(3)becomes 
x ~ (A- Bk)i; + Bd ( 6) ,.. NN N N 
and 
T 
+ Bk)-lB 
_2( s) ~ c (s! - A ( 7) 
N NN ""' 
-k ~====::::::=..J 
Fig. 3.- Block diagram of a state-feedback system 
The corresponding closed-loop poles will be the roots 
of 
-1 
det(s_! - ~ + I!l~l = 0 (8) 
Equation (8) in the case of a buck converter leads 
to 
0 ( 9) 
where k1 and k2 are depicted in figure 4 . 
Fig. 4.- State feedback in the b~k 
switching regulator 
Equation (9) shows that 
be carried out by choosing 
and k2 . In the case of the lected k1 = 0,502 and k2 = 
real poles. 
closed pole assignement can 
the appropiate values of k1 buck convertor. we have se-
0,075 which results in two 
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the simulated behaviourof 
the state variables of the previous system after intro-
ducing a step chage of 10\ in the duty cycle. 
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Fig. 5.- Response of the inductor current to a step 
change of 10% in the duty cycle 
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Fig. 6.- Response of the output voltage to a step 
change of 10\ in the duty cycle. 
4.- Optimal Linear Regulator (OL Rl 
The main objective in this case is to obtain the~ 
vector k so that a performance index may be minimized. 
This criterium will be expressed as 
( 10) 
where Q and R are positive definite penalty matrices 
[3]. 
If the system is controllable, the control law mini-
mizing J is 
• -1 T • 
= -kx ~ -R B Px 
...,...., ..., ,.., ..,'V ( ll) 
where P is the solution of the Riccati equation . 
The success of a design based in the optimal linear 
regulator lies on the appropiate selection of both pe-
nalty matrix Q for the deviation of state vector and p~ 
nalty matrix fi for control effort. 
Since the closed-loop system has no zeros in the cri 
gin of the s-plane, its response to input perturbation; 
f/J 
., 
will exhibit a steady-state offset. To avoid this pro-
blem, a state-space enlarged with an integrative term 
(4] has been considered as shown in Figure 7. 
i 
d 
Fig. 7.- State-space modified with an 
integrative term 
V 
Therefore, in our case the enlarged state vector is 
( 12) 
with 
( 13) 
and the model described in equation (2) becomes 
:1 . !1:1 + !1'! 
where 
• 
-653,6 
-64,51 
Figures 8 and 9 show the simulation results using the 
performance index 
for different values of r. It must be noted that decree 
sing the value of r results in a lower steady-state off 
set. 
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Fig.B.- Response of the output voltage to a step change 
of 10% in the duty cycle.OLR case,r=l, E=diag(l,l,2) 
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Fig. 9.- Response of the output voltage to a step 
change of 10\ in the duty cycle, OLR case, 
r = 0,5, 0 = diag(l,l,2) 
5.- Adaptive Control 
From the block diagram based on parallel reference 
model [s] shown in figure 10. 
error 
Fig. 10.- Parallel reference model 
Reference Model 
Fig. 11.- Adaptive control block diagram 
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Figure 12 illustrates the output regulated voltage 
in the presence of a sinusoidal noise of lOOradians/sec 
superimposed on the averaged output voltage. It can be 
observed that the adaptive system has decreased the noi 
se in a factor of 6. 
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Fig. 12.- Output voltage ~ith additive noise : 
A) ~ithout adaptive control 
B) ~ith adaptive control 
6.- State Observation 
In sections ) and 4 the inductor cuLront has not 
been derived from the simulated converter modal, but it 
has been obtained by means of a Luenberger observer [ l] 
'fho objective of the observer is adjusting the elge~ 
values of the error equation e( t), so thl!·t the observer 
eigenva.lues wi.U be faster than those of the converter. 
The o~gen•Na laues of the converter modelled in section Z 
are 
Al,l • -32,25 ± j 1451 
chossing Ai 2 • -64,5 for the observer, we have obtai-
ned the resUlts shown in figure 13. 
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Fig. 13.- Comparison between inductor currentderived 
from the converter model and that estimated 
by the observer 
7. - Conclu-sions 
Dif[erant control strategies for a buck switc hi ng re 
gulatoc have been analyzed using the simul~tion program 
CSMP. Pirst, a d83ign based on the closed-loop pole 
assignment has been studied. This alternative acts d1-
rectly on the system dynamics, but it needs at least 
one additional integrator to remove the steady-state 
offset which iesQlts after the i ntrodu c tion of an input 
perturbation. 
Although the optimal linear regulator is a n attract t -
ve way of design -as the de viations of v and 1 can be 
penal y-,;ed separately- it is not easy to de~termine i.f do 
si red penalty level represents a dynamic behaviour not 
attainable by the sy~Dtem. ln· the c:.ase of a buck regula-
tor, the pole a.ss lgnment is a bette·r alternative. The 
OLR should be used in complex converters i n which adjus 
t ing the elgenvalucs separ-ately is not st.raightEorward. 
Finally, the adaptive contLOl not only provides a simi-
lar dynamic behav iour to that obtained by means of an 
optimal pole ass i gnment, but it also reduces slgnifice~ 
tly the additive nol se in the output variables. 
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